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Bioshock Infinite!!
Everyone sayd it's

impossible. I have got
it to work, made

Elizabeth topless. Aug
4, 2013 I think the

issue is that when you
enter the character

mod, the game checks
your frame rate. If it's

too low, it disables
everything for you,

making it unplayable.
I've made this video
while recording the
game, and the fps
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never goes below 52. I
don't think this

problem happens to
normal players, they
probably have better
gaming computers.
Oct 12, 2014 In the
most recent update,

they added the
censorship to this

mod! Elizabeth topless
nude mod now

censored. It's like the
most censored thing

ever. Oct 16, 2014 So
some new nudity stuff
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for this mod: 1.
Laying on a bench (so

open to the general
public, NOT following

the logic that it's
private) 2. Showing a
little bit of her arm

and side boob with a
tank top (this is

private to her) Dec 8,
2015 I can't say for
sure, but you may

need to delete the files
you placed in the
folder using my
nameservers: 0:
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Bioshock Infinite
Elizabeth. Org Nude

Bugs Undo Nude-
Mode. Bioshock
Infinite Elizabeth

Nude Videos
Bioshock infinite

naked mods and more
Bioshock Infinite

mods for the PC. This
time i made her with
her skirt up. Oct 19,
2015 I hope that the
update for the MP-
Mod was out on the
13th of October, so I
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will take a look in the
next days! Thank you
for the support. Nov
10, 2015 I fixed the
missing animation

sequences and added a
whole new sequence!
The first cut I made it
myself, the second one
I was inspired by the

Brouha game.
Bioshock infinity nude
mods - The best one.
Please let me know if
I made any mistake. I
have made the nude
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mod without disabling
the audio, but when I

start the game, the
background music just

starts. I can't hear
anything, but it's still
there. Jan 14, 2016

This was a test, before
this update: It's not

exactly working, but
you can hear the

music. If you update
the MP mod and add
the Elizabeth nude
animations, I don't

think you can hear the
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background music.
Mar 4, 2016
2d92ce491b
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